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Development of a 0.5° global monthly raining day
product from 1901 to 2010
S. Stillman1 and X. Zeng1

1Department of Hydrology and Atmospheric Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA

Abstract While several long-term global data sets of monthly precipitation amount (P) are widely
available, only the Climate Research Unit (CRU) provides long-term global monthly raining day number (N)
data (i.e., daily precipitation frequency in a month), with P/N representing the daily precipitation intensity.
However, because CRU N is based on a limited number of gauges, it is found to perform poorly over data
sparse regions. By combining the CRU method with a short-term gauge-satellite merged global daily
precipitation data set (Climate Prediction Center morphing technique) and a global long-term monthly
precipitation data set (Global Precipitation Climatology Centre) with far more gauges than used in CRU, a new
0.5° global N data set from 1901 to 2010 is developed, which differs significantly from CRU N. Compared with
three independent regional daily precipitation products over the U.S., China, and South America based on
much denser gauge networks than used in CRU, the new product shows significant improvement over CRU N.

1. Introduction

Precipitation is critically important for sustaining life on land and is one of the most fundamental climate data
records [Easterling et al., 2000; New et al., 2001; Held and Soden, 2006; Hartmann et al., 2013; Trenberth, 2011].
For this reason, long-term gridded data sets of monthly precipitation amount (P) over land have been devel-
oped based on station data by different groups [Legates and Willmott, 1990; Chen et al., 2002; Becker et al.,
2013; Harris et al., 2013] for a variety of applications.

Precipitation is characterized by its amount, intensity, and frequency for a given time interval (e.g., daily pre-
cipitation) [e.g., Chen et al., 1996], all of which together determine the partitioning of water and energy fluxes
at the Earth’s surface [Lin et al., 2003] and affect socioeconomic activities [Arent et al., 2014]. In recent years,
several daily precipitation products based on gauge and/or satellite data have been developed [e.g., Huffman
et al., 2001, 2007; Joyce et al., 2004; Hsu et al., 1997; Schamm et al., 2014] from which daily precipitation inten-
sity and frequency can be determined. However, they are available for a limited period only. In order to esti-
mate daily precipitation intensity and frequency prior to the availability of these data, the monthly number of
raining days (N) (or daily precipitation frequency in each month) is needed. The Climate Research Unit (CRU)
developed the only long-term global N data set that we are aware of [New et al., 1999, 2000]. Then the ratio of
P over N gives the daily precipitation intensity that is a valuable and commonly used index [Frei et al., 2003;
Donat et al., 2013; Herold et al., 2016].

It is important to note, however, that CRU N is only directly observed at a limited number of stations and is
inferred from monthly precipitation amount P elsewhere. Belo-Pereira et al. [2011] even showed that CRU N
is no better than reanalysis over the Iberian Peninsula. While it certainly provides useful information, the qual-
ity of CRU N on a global scale has not yet been assessed, partly due to the lack of available data.

The first goal of this work is to evaluate CRU N using three high-quality regional and two global daily preci-
pitation data sets. Then building on the CRU Nmethodology, we will develop a new monthly raining day (N)
product by incorporating far more observations from gauges and satellites than used in CRU. Finally, the rela-
tive performance of the new product versus CRU N will be evaluated using three independent regional and
two global daily precipitation data sets.

2. Data Description

CRU N is a gridded 0.5° monthly raining day product (number of days per month with station precipitation
greater than 0.1mm/d) spanning 1901 to present [New et al., 1999, 2000; Harris et al., 2013]. The station data
used to create CRU N are based on a minimum daily precipitation threshold (Pmin); days with less than this
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amount are not counted toward N. This threshold is generally 0.1mm/d; however, about 10% of the stations
use Pmin = 1mm/d, which are adjusted [New et al., 1999], and stations with other thresholds (generally
0.2mm/d) are not corrected. The CRU developers acknowledge that incorrect threshold values were assumed
over many stations in Spain, North Africa, and Syria (http://www.ipcc-data.org/obs/climate_quality.html). For
this work, the most recent version (CRU TS 3.23) is used.

The development of our product (UA) is based on two global precipitation data sets that incorporate far more
observations from gauges and satellites than used in CRU. The first is Global Precipitation Climatology Centre
(GPCC) version 6, which is a 0.5° 110 year monthly product (from 1901 to 2010) based on more than 45,000
stations globally (compared with approximately 10,000 stations used in the CRU N product) [Becker et al.,
2013]. The other is the gauge adjusted version of Climate Prediction Center morphing technique
(CMORPH), which is a 0.5° daily precipitation product from 1998 to present. CMORPH precipitation is based
on passive microwave measurements from several polar-orbiting satellites and propagated by a motion vec-
tor determined by infrared measurements from multiple geostationary satellites in between passive micro-
wave sensor scans at 30min intervals [Joyce et al., 2004]. The gauge adjustment is done by probability
distribution function—matching the resulting precipitation to a daily gauge analysis [Xie et al., 2011].

Additionally, three independent regional precipitation products (based on much denser gauge networks
than used in the CRU N product) are used to evaluate the CRU and UA N products. The Parameter-elevation
Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM), based on nearly 13,000 daily precipitation gauges, pro-
duces up to 4 km hourly precipitation across the conterminous United States (CONUS) from 1981 to 2010
[Daly et al., 2002, 2008]. For consistency, the 0.5° daily product is used. Over the same time period, CRU
has between 1064 and 1665 (average 1327) monthly rain gauges across CONUS. Particularly over western
CONUS, PRISM has much better gauge coverage than CRU. Additionally, the PRISM model uses regressions
based on several parameters including elevation to estimate precipitation, whereas CRU does not make
adjustments for topography, which may result in large errors in areas of steep terrain.

Chen et al. [2010] described the development of a precipitation data set based on many more rain gauges
than the CRU data set over China. The gauges are maintained and quality controlled by the China
Meteorological Administration. Over the period 1961–2010, data from 726 rain gauges are used in the 0.5°
daily product. Conversely, over the same time period, the CRU network over China consists of between 13
and 397 (average 263) monthly rain gauges in any given month. Both this network and the CRU network
are lacking station coverage in the western portion of China.

The network over South America consists of between ,732 and 14,451 (average 9100) daily rain gauges
[Liebmann and Allured, 2005]. This is in contrast to CRU’s 148–1860 (average 975) monthly rain gauges.
Both this data set and CRU have relatively dense rain gauge networks over the eastern portion of South
America and relatively sparse gauge networks over the rest of the continent. The South America product is
a 1° gridded daily product spanning 1940–2012, which only includes data where and when station data
are available, otherwise the grid cell is given a missing value.

3. Results
3.1. Evaluation of CRU N

CRU N has been extensively used for evaluation and development of precipitation products [Ngo-Duc et al.,
2005; Qian et al., 2006; Sheffield et al., 2006; Pisnichenko and Tarasova, 2009; Weedon et al., 2011; Ramirez-
Villegas et al., 2013]. However, it is based on limited observations, and little has been done in the way of
evaluating its performance.

To evaluate CRU N using the three regional data sets (referred to as OBS) over CONUS, China, and South
America (see section 2), the choice of Pmin is important [Soares et al., 2012]: although CRU N uses gauges with
Pmin = 0.1mm/d, it is found that the error between CRU N and OBS N is minimized when gridded OBS N is
generated using Pmin = 1mm/d. The reason for this has to do with the sensitivity of precipitation intensity
and frequency to the spatial and temporal aggregation from point to grid [Kursinski and Zeng, 2006], and
Pmin = 1mm/d is used for gridded products throughout this work.

Figure 1 shows the area averaged mean absolute difference (MAD) [Willmott and Matsuura, 2005] of P and N
between CRU and OBS and the ratio of area averaged MAD to area averaged climatological P and N (percent
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MAD) over three regions. For all regional and global averages here and later, the cosine of each grid box’s
latitude is considered to account for variable grid size of the spherical surface, while figures are presented
in cylindrical equidistant projection. Because China’s OBS stations are lacking in the west (Figure S1 in the
supporting information), the results in Figure 1 only reflect grid boxes with station data from the China
network. The largest percent MADs of N are found over China and South America in their respective drier sea-
sons, with an average percent MAD as large as 104%, corresponding to 3.6 days/month over China in January.
CRU N performs best over CONUS (due to the denser gauge network used in CRU) compared with the other
regions; however, the average error is still nearly 3 days per month in January and July.

Recognizing the importance of the choice of Pmin, we have done the sensitivity test using Pmin = 0.1mm/d for
OBS N. Depending on the season and region, CRU N is most similar to OBS N with different Pmin values;
however, Pmin = 1mm/d is overall best. This is most clear over CONUS where the average MAD increases from
2.4 days/month (with Pmin = 1mm/d) to 4.6 days/month (with Pmin = 0.1mm/d). Southern China’s January
frequent light precipitation (<1mm/d) is partially responsible for CRU’s very large errors over this area
(Figure S1). In this case, the lower Pmin value provides somewhat better results between CRU N and OBS over
this area (but worse results in northern China) in January because CRU counts very light precipitation days
toward N. This would also lead to worse results in Southern China in July. These results suggest that caution
should be used when N products are intercompared due to its sensitivity to Pmin.

N may be sensitive to the order of operations in data smoothing from fine to coarser grid [Avila et al., 2015],
and we address this issue using the 0.5° daily CMORPH gridded data (section 2). CMORPH N upscaled using
bilinear interpolation from 0.5° to 1° and maximum 0.5° value within each 1° grid cell are compared with 1°
CMORPH N (computed using the 1° P through bilinear interpolation of daily 0.5° precipitation). Each does
better over certain regions; however, on average bilinear interpolation of N produces slightly better results
with MAD of 0.8 days/month (compared with 0.9 days/month). So this method is used to interpolate the
0.5° CRU and CMORPH N to 1° for comparison with OBS N over South America (Figure 1).

The largest errors of CRU N compared with OBS over CONUS occur over mountainous areas, particularly in
January, likely because CRU’s gauge coverage is insufficient in the western U.S. (Figure 2). Even over the
eastern portion of China with sufficient gauge data, CRU N has large errors (MAD up to> 10 days/month)
compared with OBS in January (Figure S1). The OBS station coverage over South America is also limited,

Figure 1. Average MAD (solid bars) and percent MAD (outlined bars) of (a) P between CRU and OBS (blue), CMORPH and
OBS (black), and GPCC and OBS (red) (mm/mon and percent) and (b) N between CRU and OBS (blue), CMORPH and OBS
(black), and UA and OBS (red) (days/month and percent) over three regions during the period 1998–2010. Percent
MAD= 100*average MAD divided by the monthly and spatially averaged P or N.
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and no data are available over the majority of the west coast as well as some southern and inland areas
(Figure S2). Over the remaining areas, CRU N has the largest errors along the eastern coast and within the
Amazon basin. While CRU’s MAD over South America is smaller in July (austral winter) than in January (austral
summer), the MAD of July N accounts for a higher percentage of the monthly average (larger percent MAD)
(Figure 1) and causes larger errors in the average daily intensity (P/N).

Over regions without sufficient gauge coverage, gauge adjusted satellite-based products (e.g., the daily
CMORPH product available from 1998 to present) likely provide the best data available. Indeed, within each
of the three regions, CMORPH N outperforms CRU N (Figure 1b). Because of the sensitivity of N to Pmin,
CMORPH N with Pmin = 0.1 and 1mm/d is compared with OBS N with Pmin = 0.1 and 1mm/d over each of
the three regions. In all cases, the best results occur when Pmin = 1mm/d for both OBS and CMORPH. For this
reason, CMORPH N using Pmin = 1mm/d is used to evaluate CRU N globally (Figure 3). Some of the largest
differences between CRU and CMORPH N occur over regions where CRU station coverage is minimal [New
et al., 1999, Figure 6], with a global average MAD of 3.7 (3.6) days/month in January (July), corresponding
to an average percent MAD of 51% (42%). In the high northern latitudes in January, precipitation is generally
solid and very light, making these regions highly sensitive to gauge undercatch errors. Therefore, the large
differences between CRU and CMORPH N over these regions (Figure 3) are likely due to the use of different
Pmin values.

3.2. Development of the UA N Product

To better understand the poor performance of CRU N, we have to first understand its derivation [New et al.,
1999, 2000]: first, monthly station normals are determined as the monthly averages of N and P from a variety
of sources (denoted as<N> and< P>, respectively). Because normals are acquired from different sources
that are not standardized, they may differ in Pmin value, gauge type, and averaging period, although the
period 1961–1990 is standard. However, this allows for a much denser network than the CRU network itself.
In any year, when the number of N stations is lacking, N is estimated as follows:

N m; yð Þ ¼ P m; yð Þ
P mð Þh i

� �x

n mð Þh i (1)

where m and y refer to month and year and x= 0.45. Next, station N anomalies are determined as N -<N>,
and dummy stations with zero anomalies are allocated to grid boxes without N station data (observed or
calculated) within the correlation decay distance (~450 km) from their center. The gridding interpolation of
the normals and anomalies are described in New et al. [1999, 2000]. Finally, the gridded normals and anoma-
lies are added together to create the final product. CRU N and P are available from 1901 to present.

Figure 2. MAD (days/month) of N between (left column) CRU and OBS and between (right column) UA and OBS for (top row) January and (bottom row) July from
1981 to 2010.
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We first test the robustness of equation (1) by comparing N (calculated using CRU P, <P>, and<N>with
x=0.45) with observed N (from the CRU N data set) over 344 grid boxes encompassing at least one station
reporting N for at least 25 years over the period of normals (1961–1990) and, for consistency with criteria in
section 3.3, at least 5 years over the period 1998–2010. It is assumed that over these grid boxes, the CRU N
data set is nearly ground truth as it contains station data. The average correlation of CRU N with N calculated
using equation (1) is 0.80, and the average MAD is 2.4 days/month over these 344 grid boxes (Figure S3b). For
these reasons, equation (1) is used in our data set development.

Next, we compute the exponent (x) as a function of season and grid box by minimizing MAD between CRU N
with that calculated from equation (1) in the 344 grid boxes with station data from 1998 to 2010. The resulting
exponent values are between 0 and 1, with a median value of 0.5 (Figure S3a). Allowing x to vary in space and
by season only slightly improves results (Figure S3b), with the average MAD decreasing by 0.1 days/month
from 2.4 days/month. For this reason, a constant x is also used in our data development.

However,<N> station data used in CRU are quite limited in spatial coverage. One thing to note is that while
the number of CRU P stations discussed in section 2 is approximately 10% over CONUS and South America
and 36% over China of the number of OBS stations for the three regions, the number of CRU N stations is
likely much smaller because it also depends on the availability of<N>. Therefore, our first step is to generate
the best possible<N>. Because of its high resolution, continuous spatial coverage, and superior perfor-
mance over CRU N compared with OBS (Figure 1b), CMORPH is chosen as the global gridded daily precipita-
tion data set from which<N> is determined (with Pmin = 1mm/d).

Additionally, the GPCCmonthly precipitation product is chosen for P and< P>because it outperforms CRU P
(Figure 1a). This is because GPCC P uses approximately 4.5 times the number of gauges used in CRU P, and the
global coverage is much better [Becker et al., 2013]. Most notably, GPCC’s station coverage is much better
than that of CRU over CONUS, Canada, Europe, China, southeastern Australia, and South Africa. Neither
CRU nor GPCC makes adjustments for systematic errors due to weather conditions (wind, temperature, pre-
cipitation phase, and intensity); however, many gauges used in the development of CRU< P> are adjusted
for gauge undercatch [New et al., 1999]. This inconsistency could lead to a slight underestimation of CRU N,
because P/<P> as used in equation (1) should be on average less than 1 for stations whose normals are
bias adjusted.

Next, equation (1) is optimized with CMORPH<N> and GPCC P and< P>over the period 1998–2010 when
both data sets are available. As discussed earlier, the exponent is allowed to vary by season and grid

Figure 3. MAD of N (days /month) between (left column) CRU and (right column) UA and CMORPH for (top row) January and (bottom row) July from 1998 to 2010.
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box. Figure S3a shows the resulting histogram of best fit exponents. For consistency with the earlier test using
CRU data, the histograms in Figure S3a are based on four seasonal values from each of the 344 grid boxes
containing at least one CRU station with at least 5 years of CRU N over the period 1998–2013 (when
CMORPH is available) and at least 25 years of CRU N over 1961–1990 (CRU normals period). The resulting
distribution of best fit exponents is similar to that of CRU (Figure S3a), and the distribution using four seasons
and all global land grid boxes (as opposed to the 344 grid boxes used in Figure S3) is approximately the same.
As with CRU N, allowing the exponent to vary in time and space does not significantly improve the results
(Figure S3b), and hence, a constant value of x= 0.5 is used.

3.3. Comparison of the CRU and UA N Against Regional Data Sets

The new UA N data set has several significant differences from CRU N, most notably over areas without suffi-
cient CRU<N> data [New et al., 1999, Figures S4 and 6]. In particular, MAD of N between CRU and UA is as
high as 10 days/month or more over parts of South America, eastern China, and Eurasian high latitudes in
January, and parts of Africa, eastern South America, and the Tibetan Plateau in July (Figure S4). Therefore,
it is crucial to understand which product is more realistic. Here this is addressed using the independent rain
gauge networks (OBS) over three regions (section 2 and Figure 1b). In addition to having fewer rain gauges
than OBS over each of the three regions, the number of stations with<N>data from which N is calculated is
often even more limited in the CRU data set.

OBS over CONUS is used to examine the performance of CRU N because of its relatively good gauge coverage
[Daly et al., 2008, Figure 1a] and its inclusion of topography in its interpolation. It is well known that precipita-
tion is affected by orography [Houze, 2012] and is therefore highly variable over short horizontal distances
and in regions with sharp elevation changes [Anders et al., 2007]. With CRU’s very limited coverage
of<N>gauges over western CONUS, this orographic dependence can easily be missed, and as a result,
CRU systematically underestimates N in January. Additionally, because CRU P stations are also lacking over
this region, CRU N struggles to represent the interannual variability of N. On the other hand, UA N does a
much better job over the mountains in January (Figure 2). These errors are smaller in July because summer
is the drier season in the northwest and<N> from OBS is much smaller.

Over northeastern CONUS, CRU’s large MAD in January is caused by CRU<N>being too large as a result of
light precipitation, often snow, which is not counted toward OBS N. Over Florida, the poor results in July are
mostly from CRU<N>being too small. The exact reason for this underestimation is unclear, but it likely has
to do with CRU’s interpolation method. CRU splits global land into tiles based on location and station density,
and the tile covering Florida also includes Mexico, separated by the Gulf of Mexico, and Florida only has a
handful of<N> stations [New et al., 1999, Figure 6]. Over the period 1981–2010, the average MAD of N
between UA and OBS over CONUS is 1.7 (2.0) days/month in January (July), compared with 2.9 (2.6) for
CRU N. The average MAD of N between CRU and UA over CONUS is 2.7 (2.5) days/month in January (July) over
the same period.

The locations of the OBS gauges over China are concentrated in the eastern portion of the country (Figure
S1). For this reason, only grid boxes with OBS gauges are used to evaluate the two. Over the gauge-dense
area, UA N shows considerable improvements over CRU N in January, and the two perform comparably in
July. These improvements in N are almost exclusively a result of better<N>, whereas CRU N and UA N have
similar performance at representing interannual variability. The average MAD of N between CRU and OBS
over China from 1961 to 2010 is 3.4 (3.1) days/month in January (July), compared with 1.1 (2.6)
days/month for UA N. CRU’s January MAD is even larger than the average January<N> of 3.2 days/month
over China. The average MAD of N between CRU and UA over China is 3.6 (3.2) days/month in January
(July) over the same period.

Large differences between CRU and UA N are clear over South America, particularly on the eastern coast
(Figure S2). UA N does a better job than CRU N over South America, particularly in July over areas with
low-average P. Both CRU and UA N suffer from poor P station coverage over South America, particularly over
the Amazon, and therefore struggle to reproduce interannual variability. The improvements of UAN over CRU
N in January are almost exclusively due to improved<N>, whereas in July, the improvements are attributed
to both the better<N> and better representation of interannual variability (better P) on the eastern coast.
Over the period of 1940–2010, the average MAD of N between CRU and OBS is 5.4 (4.3) days/month in
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January (July), compared to 4.1 (2.7) for UA N. The average MAD of N between CRU and UA over South
America is 4.7 (3.8) in January (July) for the same period.

Over most of the global land, gauge networks with sufficient density for evaluation are not available. To eval-
uate the two products over these areas, CMORPH-merged satellite-gauge product (OBS) is used. Over areas
with sparse CRU<N> station coverage (e.g., central South America, Africa, China, and Eurasian high lati-
tudes) as well as some areas with relatively more CRU<N> gauges such as India, CRU, and OBS N have
the largest differences (Figure 3, left column). The MAD over these areas is significantly reduced with the
new product (Figure 3, right column). Overall, the average MAD of N between UA and OBS is 1.8 (1.9)
days/month in January (July) from 1998 to 2010, compared with 3.7 (3.6) days/month for CRU N. The global
average MAD of N between CRU and UA is 3.6 (3.4) in January (July) over the same time period.

The much better performance of our product in Figure 3 may be partially due to the use of CMORPH<N> in
the development of our product. For this reason, and for the additional years of data availability, CRU and UA
N products are also evaluated against GPCC 1° daily satellite-gauge-merged precipitation product [Andersson
et al., 2016] from 1988 to 2008. The CRU and UA N products are bilinearly interpolated from 0.5° to 1° for
consistency. The average MAD between UA and OBS is 2.6 (2.9) days/month in January (July) compared with
3.7 (3.6) days/month for CRU N, again demonstrating the better performance of our product.

Note that GPCC P is chosen instead of CRU P for this work because of its superior performance compared with
three regional data sets (Figure 1a). However, replacing CRU P and< P>with GPCC P and< P> only slightly
boosts results. For example, the global average MAD of N between UA and CMORPH using CRU P is just
0.2 days/month higher (i.e., worse) than that using GPCC P. Similar results (<0.2 days/month improvement)
are found for each of the three regional OBS. In contrast, replacing CRU<N>with CMORPH<N> is a source
of much greater improvements. For instance, the global average MAD of N between UA and CMORPH using
CRU<N> is 1.4 days/month higher (i.e., worse) than that using CMORPH<N> .

UA<N> is based on CMORPH data from 1998 to 2010, so it is important to evaluate whether the superior
performance of UA N is heavily weighted by observations over recent periods. To address this issue, the
MAD values of N between UA and OBS are calculated over the two halves of the data period separately over
China (1961–1985 versus 1986–2010) and South America (1941–1975 versus 1976–2010). These different
periods at each region would account for any temporal variability in the normals. The difference in the
spatially averaged MAD values between the two periods is less than 0.2 days/month for each region, demon-
strating the robustness of our product.

Our N product (available from the authors) can be combined with the GPCC monthly P to quantify precipita-
tion variability and change from 1901 to 2010. They can also be combined with various reanalysis precipita-
tion products to reconstruct the twentieth century daily precipitation.
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